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Cairns Craig has been publishing works that examine Scottish intellectual thought since his influential Out of History in 1996. Any student of Scottish culture is likely to be familiar with his name either through his theoretical works or through his extensive editing career that has included Cencrastus, Edinburgh Review, and the four volume History of Scottish Literature (1987-89) humanity's understanding of itself.
His dismantling of prominent cultural theorists and philosophers in favour of his neglected thinkers is very thoroughly researched and argued. This is not, however, an introduction to the field: while Craig doesn't assume the reader should be familiar with all the theories and texts under discussion, it is often an advantage as the reader could otherwise struggle with some of the more dense theoretical debate. On one hand, this is a work aimed at intellectuals who are familiar with cultural debate in Scotland and which challenges them to tend to aspects of Scottish culture Craig believes they have neglected. On the other hand, as it draws on so many disciplines, there is a lot of intellectual nourishment to be had for, say, a student of literature to encounter ideas from physics and other fields.
This garden path that Craig creates to lead us through Scottish thought over three centuries had this reviewer occasionally losing the way in the dense undergrowth of philosophy, but the sights and colours were rich and, at times, a revelation. This is a path that could be re-tread many times as the garden will reveal a new delight each time. A well tended garden indeed.
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